
 

 

A  N E W  R E L E A S E  F RO M  P A UL S O N P R E S S

Paulson Press in Berkeley, California is pleased to announce the release of a
new group of intaglio editions by artist James Brown. These print editions will
be available for release in January 2001.

In his first project at the Paulson Press studio, James Brown completed
nineteen prints based on a short novel by D.H. Lawrence called The Man Who
Died. The work does not present a concrete visual description of the book's
narrative, but as a whole, reveals the artist's unique way of developing a body
of work around specific ideas that are unified by materials, composition and
marks that are disseminated among the group of prints.

The body of work is titled "This Scar is the Eye of the Violet" and is part of
Brown's ongoing study of the internal order. The work from this study captures
fleeting moments by delineating that which is mainly ethereal, and gives
shape to feelings or inner experiences that trace moments of existence. The
prints relate directly to Brown's drawings, which are characterized by
transparent, open forms that have a malleability and mobility. They seem to
circulate within a visual energy created from the sensitive marks and action of
the artist's lines. 

A series of four prints, Woe & Vanity, Rapture & Wonder, Perturbed &
Shattered, and Compulsion reflects the multi-disciplinary sources that inspire
the artist. Each is printed chine collé on lined library paper, the shape of which
determined the striking long, vertical format of these pieces. Each print is
dominated by multiple biomorphic, free-floating shapes that float above the
more regimented background of the lined paper. Brown used spitbite to create
the shapes and delicate hardground marks to connect and define the
relationships between the forms.

In Brown's work color is highly defined and has been carefully developed over
time. For this body of work, he created a print, They Murdered Me that contains
a "color key" for the entire project. Taking a page from a book entitled The
Romance of Lace, he created a patterned background within which he presents
the colors that reappear within the work: chartreuse green, bright orange,
periwinkle blue and maroon.

Spitbite was a main focus during the project, and reappears as the primary
process in a series of six small works entitled Of the Human Consciousness.
The brilliant chartreuse color of the forms is further enhanced by many layers
of modulated spitbite washes and fine hardground marks that are placed
around and within the shapes. There is an ambiguity reflected in most of
Brown s abstract work that merges a sense of looking at the inner workings
and the outer construction of a certain form. Here we see the delicate
relationships between line, mass and color that characterize all of the prints
from this project.

In his larger body of work Brown incorporates collage and found papers as
details taken from life. He is interested in the different ways marks react upon
contact with various kinds of papers and textures. Another special paper is
used in a set of three prints: Reality, Tenderness and Burdened. A bright
orange spitbite form is printed on Japanese gampi paper and collaged into the
expanse of a larger sheet of pale, green-gray handmade paper. The isolated,
floating form shows us the power of pared-down abstraction. Brown's ongoing
use of line, color and collage function as the spark that gives the work a sense
of exploration of visually unchartered territory. 

The abstract intent of Brown s work is made even more evident in the artist's
distinctive choice of titles, which continues in the three largest works: Intrinsic
Solitude, A Ringing Defiance, and Own Nothingness. Each of these elegantly
balanced compositions has a background of atmospheric color that was
inspired by a book on cave paintings. The subtle color shifts provide an
ambiguous, celestial space for the familiar abstract-organic shapes. 
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Woe and Vanity, 2000
Spitbite aquatint with hardground 
and chine collé
Somerset white paper
Image size 10" x 17 1/2"
Paper size 19" x 25 1/2"

Rapture and Wonder, 2000 
Spitbite aquatint with hardground 
and chine collé
Somerset white paper
Image size 10" x 17 1/2"
Paper size 19" x 25 1/2"
Edition of 20

Perturbed and Shattered, 2000 
Spitbite aquatint with hardground 
and chine collé
Somerset white paper
Image size 10" x 17 1/2"
Paper size 19" x 25 1/2"
Edition of 20

Compulsion, 2000
Spitbite aquatint with hardground 
and chine collé
Somerset white paper
Image size 10" x 17 1/2"
Paper size 19" x 25 1/2"
Edition of 20

They Murdered Me, 2000 
Aquatint with xerography and 
chine collé
Somerset white paper
Image size 7 1/2" x 6 1/2"
Paper size 13 1/2" x 12"
Edition of 20

Of the Human Consciousness I-VI, 2000 
Set of six spitbite aquatint with hard-ground
and chine collé
Somerset white paper
Image size 7 3/4" x 6 1/2"
Paper size 12" x 10"
Edition of 15

Of the Human Consciousness I-VI, 2000 
Set of six spitbite aquatint with hard-ground
and chine collé
Somerset white paper
Image size 7 3/4" x 6 1/2"
Paper size 12" x 10"
Edition of 15

 
Of the Human Consciousness I-VI, 2000 
Set of six spitbite aquatint with hard-ground
and chine collé
Somerset white paper
Image size 7 3/4" x 6 1/2"
Paper size 12" x 10"
Edition of 15

 



In Demand of Life, Brown uses an ephemeral Japanese Hosho paper to create
an edition variée. Each print from the edition contains a unique page from the
book mentioned before, The Romance of Lace, collaged into the composition.
Demand of Life shares with Opposite End of the Night a recurring form—a
porous area of black and gray tones that resembles a cosmic explosion as it
moves or lands on the bright spare background of the paper. This organism
has a pulsating energy that seems organic, and could possibly suggest
origins of microscopic life.

These luminous and energetic works track Brown's process of creation, an
intuitive process that is ultimately affected by the artist's own experiences with
images and materials. His wide array of sources and inspirations, which
include observations of science to romantic translations of novels contributes
to his unique vision. As in all of his work, Brown successfully captures the
fundamental essence of making art by combining his own inner vision with an
outer experience of the world. 

James Brown was born in Los Angeles in 1951. Until 1995 he lived and
worked in New York, before moving with his family to Oaxaca, Mexico. His
work has been shown at many public institutions and private galleries in the
United States and Europe including Galerie Lelong, Paris; Gallery Paule
Anglim, San Francisco; Leo Castelli Gallery, New York and Galerie Bernd
Kluser, Munich.

For more information about these prints, please contact Paulson Press at (510)
559-2088. Prices and availability subject to change without notice.
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Set of six spitbite aquatint with hard-ground
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Somerset white paper
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Reality, 2000 
Spitbite aquatint with chine collé
J.B. green paper
Image size 17 1/2" x 10"
Paper size 30 3/4" x 22 1/2"
Edition of 10

Tenderness, 2000
Spitbite aquatint with chine collé
J.B. green paper
Image size 7 3/4" x 6 1/2"
Paper size 30 3/4" x 22 1/2"
Edition of 10

Burdened, 2000 
Spitbite aquatint with chine collé
J.B. green paper
Image size 7 3/4" x 6 1/2"
Paper size 30 3/4" x 22 1/2"
Edition of 10

Intrinsic Solitude, 2000 
Soapground and spitbite aquatint 
with hardground
Somerset soft white paper
Image size 20 1/2" x 28 1/2"
Paper size 29 1/2" x 36 1/2"
Edition of 25

A Ringing Defiance, 2000 
Soapground and spitbite aquatint 
with hardground
Somerset soft white paper
Image size 20 1/2" x 28 1/2"
Paper size 29 1/2" x 36 1/2"
Edition of 25

Own Nothingness, 2000 
Soapground and spitbite aquatint 
with hardground
Somerset soft white paper
Image size 20 1/2" x 28 1/2"
Paper size 29 1/2" x 36 1/2"
Edition of 25



Demand of Life, 2000 
Soapground and spitbite aquatint 
with chine collé
Hosho paper
Image size 27" x 41 1/2"
Paper size 30 1/2" x 45"
Edition of 15

Opposite End of the Night, 2000 
Spitbite and sugarlift aquatint
Somerset white paper
Image size 20 1/2" x 28 1/2"
Paper size 29 1/2" x 36 1/2"
Edition of 15

 

 

 


